DAVID CLARK H10-13.4 HEADSET

Provides David Clark quality without the hot spots, clamping, or weight discomfort. Features a certified noise reduction rating of 23 dB and weighs only 13.4 oz. Dually corded headset, new soft airflow pillow/headpad, Flo-Fit gel ear seals, M-7A noise cancelling electret mic, and low profile volume controls with detect settings. 5 yr warranty.

P/N H10-13.4..........................$320.85
P/N H10-13.45 (stereo).................$325.50
P/N H10-13.9 (Helicopter, Sft. coiled cord).............$338.52

Conversion kit

P/N 11-11950...........$29.75

DAVID CLARK H10-13Y YOUTH HEADSET

Same features as the popular H10-13.4 Headset and has been especially designed to comfortably fit a child. Extremely lightweight and has a new headband assembly which allows you to adjust the headset to your child's head for a perfect fit every time. The new Super Soft Foam-filled Headpad and Flo-Fit Gel Ear Seals, also add to the headset's long-term wearing comfort. When your child grows, a conversion kit is available, to convert your H10-13Y to a David Clark Model H10-13.4

P/N H10-13Y......................$320.85
Conversion kit.............P/N 11-11950...........$29.75

DAVID CLARK H20-10 HEADSET

H20-10 headset features the Custom Comfort System which is a whole new concept in headset in comfort. Includes a headband suspension assembly that can be adjusted to a perfect comfort level, a pillow soft “floating” headpad for maximum cushioning with no hot spots, and a longer contoured Flo-Fit gel ear seals which mold softly to your head.

P/N H20-10-1..........................$344.10
P/N H20-16 (for helicopters).............$357.12

DAVID CLARK DC PRO-X HEADSET

Superior technology. Superior comfort. Superior performance. All in a sleek, new, supra-aural design. The new DC PRO-X from David Clark Company offers best-in-class Hybrid electronic noise cancellation and Bluetooth® wireless technology. Digital Signal Processing (DSP) provides high fidelity audio for superior communications and music listening. Dual voice coil ear phone drivers ensure fail-safe operation. And push, leatherette ear seals and head pad to cradle your ears in comfort. All supported by a rugged, yet feather-light magnesium alloy suspension.

PRO (Passive)........................P/N 11-11599...........$347.00
PRO-X (Active)........................P/N 11-11603...........$637.00
PRO XP Panel Mount.............P/N 11-12538...........$697.00
PRO A Passive Airbus.............P/N 11-12539...........$352.00
PRO A XA BNC Airbus.............P/N 11-12530...........$299.00

DAVID CLARK H10-56HXL HELICOPTER HEADSETS

New Comfort gel, undercut ear seals. Battery Power Module - One 9 volt battery for up to 25 hours of operation. Pilot Selectable Automatic Shut Off Feature. Five pin (extended) cord coil terminal with a 10 pin quick release connector. Coiled cord assembly connects Battery Power Module to panel intercom/radio. Same headset can be used with optional panel mount. (H10-56HXP) Dual volume controls let you adjust the level for each ear. Exclusive, patented flexible wire boom for easy, precise microphone placement. Super soft foam filled pillow headpad. NRR - 27-28dB passive noise rating plus 178dbSP to 228db when ENC is turned on. Weight (without cord assembly): 22 oz.

Description Part No. Price
MODEL H10-56HXL 11-03828 $773.76
MODEL H10-56HXP 11-03829 $737.49

DAVID CLARK H10-13X ANR HEADSETS

The H10-13X aviation headset has the most advanced Electronic Noise Canceling (ENC) technology assuring an amazingly quiet flight. Available in the most popular and comfortable headset style. H10-13X Features: Quiet Performance —You’ll hear and feel the difference immediately. When ENC is turned ON, noise cancellation actually improves by an additional 12-17 dB. That’s better total protection than any other headset available today. 5 year warranty.

Outstanding Comfort - Lightweight at just 17oz. Advanced comfort features. Super soft gel ear seals with new exclusive Velvet Fleece surface, combined with reduced headband pressure and a soft foam-filled pillow headpad create a comfort level never before experienced.

Superior Communication Intelligibility - The ENC system and the exclusive M-7A noise cancellation electret mic provide unsurpassed performance and clear, crisp transmission and reception. Stereo compatible for use with stereo intercom and cabin entertainment systems.

Model Description Part No. Price
H10-13X Fixed wing headset (ENC) with straight, 5ft. cord to Battery Power Module to straight, 5ft. cord with A/C Panel-Intercom Plugs (Hardwired) 11-03819 $664.95
H10-13XL Fixed wing headset (ENC) with straight, 5ft. cord, Snap Lock-Quick Release Connector/Battery Power Module with mating Headset and Cord Assy Connectors/Cord Cord Assembly with mating battery connector and Panel-Intercom Plugs 11-03820 $755.16
H10-13XP Fixed wing Headset (ENC) with straight, 5ft. cord, Snap lock-Quick Release Connector and Panel Mount Module with mating Headset Connector, on/off Toggle Switch 11-03821 $719.82
H10-13HXL Helicopter Headset (ENC) with coiled, 5ft. (extended) cord, Snap Lock-Quick Release Connector/Battery Power Module with mating Headset and Cord Assy Connectors/Cord Cord Assembly with mating battery connector and Panel-Intercom Plugs 11-03817 $767.25
H10-13HXP Helicopter Headset (ENC) with coiled, 5ft. (extended) cord, Snap Lock-Quick Release Connector and Panel Mount Module with mating Headset Connector, on/off Toggle Switch 11-03818 $725.40

DAVID CLARK XL XP TO BOSE PANEL ADAPTER

Allows David Clark ENC headsets (XL or XP models) to be used, battery free, in an aircraft using a six connector female socket (Bose Panel socket).

P/N 11-08811..............$151.90

Prices Subject to Change Without Notice
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